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About This Game

The castle within the town of Cloudfall has been taken over by an evil demon. Prince Helios has offered a huge bounty to
anyone who's able to clear his family's castle and restore order into town. It is your task, as an adventurer to help defeat this evil,

bring peace and gain whatever it is that's driving your own personal motivations.

Characters

Samano
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Samano is a Ronin who hears about the demon and wants to do this job of slaying the demon to bring honor and wealth to her
fame.
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Wilhelmina

Wilhelmina is a country girl who loves to fight, the stronger the opponent the better. She thinks of herself as the greatest demon
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hunter ever and wants to kill the demon to prove that right.

Slavia
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Slavia is a Sorceress who wants to capture the demon. She's not interested in money or fame, she just wants a plaything that she can
torture for fun and no one will judge her, if it's an evil demon that she can use for her sadistic fun.

Hacathra
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Hacathra is a cleric, as a spiritual and a follower of a light, she's by her very nature drawn towards the vanguish of the demon.
She's not really interested in money or fame and feels that this is simply said, her duty to smite the evil.
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Aurae

Aurae is a hunter and a mercenary. She does help people for small moneys and volunteers to aid in destroying the demon, in
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exchange for some money.

Miwafin
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Miwafin is a genie, who has received a wish about the demon's demise. While Miwafin is not the most powerful genie in the world,
she is determined to fulfill the wish and end the demon's rampage, no matter what the cost.

Michi
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Michi is a fun loving catgirl, who spends most of her time doing cat things, like scratching things and being lazy. However, she
volunteers destroying the demon in exchange for all the milk that she can drink. (She can drink a lot of milk.)
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Bentley

Bentley is a pirate, who hears about the demon. This is no good for anyone and business would suffer, so she offers to get rid of
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the demon in exchange for gold and jewelry.

Features

8 playable characters to choose a 4 person party from

Playable classes; Samurai (Refined Strangers of the Power 1 Warrior), Sorcerer (Refined Strangers of the Power 1
Mage), Priest (NEW!), Warrior (NEW!), Martial Artist (NEW!), Genie (NEW!), Hunter (NEW!), Pirate (Refined
Strangers of the Power 1 Rogue)

Leveled enemies for tougher, yet more rewarding gameplay

Create new potions and upgrade existing ones with the brand new Alchemy system!
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Title: Strangers of the Power 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Tuomo Laine
Publisher:
Tuomo's games
Franchise:
Strangers of the Power
Release Date: 21 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 800 MB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x720 or better display

English
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Its a mediocre attempt at a city building\/managemant game. It is better than some but not good enough to be a worthy
investment. My advise is to just buy tropico or simcity as they do the genre good.. The alpha version looks pretty cool! Though
it still lacks most advanced funcionalities of a complete hack'n'slash, it looks beautiful, and I can barely wait to see (and play)
the game in its fullness! While that's still in the furute, I'll enjoy what's already there :D

--------------------------------------------------------------------

A vers\u00e3o Alpha est\u00e1 muito boa! Embora ainda sem tantas funcionalidades, o jogo est\u00e1 lindo, e mal posso
esperar para ver a vers\u00e3o completa! Enquanto isso, fico s\u00f3 curtindo o que j\u00e1 tem :D. This game is surprisingly
addictive.. AI are garbage, levels are poorly designed with obviously no testing and very little thought put into how the AI and
environment interact. There are points where AI can fire through objects that cannot be seen through like ferns and thick forest
grass and through crushed vehicles.

You die constantly in this game. With checkpoints being extremely rare and absolutely no quicksave the game is almost 3 times
as long thanks to this.

Also I enjoyed seeing the default CryEngine 3.8 EaaS models again as well as the terrible AI that CryTek staff warn against
using. All in all I give this "game" a 2\/10. The story is garbage, the AI are terrible and extremely accurate and the gunplay is
extremely bland.. Damn this is a good game. Nice.. This game is... alright. It's way too straightforward, you slash your enemy
until you win, thats it, the combat is alright overall. The story on the other hand, i couldn't care less about it, the story is dull and
boring, all i care about is the gameplay. the segments where you actually get to do something are quite short, like i said 'you
slash your enemy until you win'. Grapices are awful, the character models for dialouge look good, but aside from the the sprites
look pretty bad, i know grapices aren't everything, but come on this looks sub-par. In short, it's basically a poor man's version of
Ys.

EDIT: I feel like i didn't go hard enough. This game is pretty bad, there's still some things that are awful about the game. Most
of the times the game is way too easy, then suddenly it throws some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t at you
and actually kills you, making you actually have to be careful in this game. I need to better describe the in-game sprites, some of
them aren't bad, but a lot of them are udder garbage. The sprites for the dialouge aren't bad, but with the girl with the eye patch
(I forgot her name) sometimes she's wearing it, something she's not, what's up with that? The story, like i said is boring and i
didn't care much about it, so nothing much to about that other than it's complete garbage. In conclusion, this isn't a poor man's
version of Ys, is something else and it's awful.

You would to be very desperate to play indie games if you buy this. There are much, much better indie games than this.. It's a
funny game,but i don't know why nobody loves it. I enjoyed it .. In this games current state, I would not recommend it.
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The community is toxic and needs filters.

I usually don't care about offensive language but when you can
give your name as n****** f****er and a** licker and just
curse every other word.

Will change this when devs get around to fixing this.
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Purchased Congo 4-Pack for my buddies and I.

Enough content to keep you entertained for about an hour.... at most. I wanted to like this game, but the lack of depth and
content made this go stale quick. The melee combat is possibly the worst I've ever experienced with hits registering late and
both myself & the enemy going down. My melee swings leaving a "cloud" of death where any monsters running into the area
magically die....

bleh.

Save yourself some money.. I really liked the mobile game. It reamains one of the best indie games I've played to date. This
version is literally just a direct upgrade. Upgraded art style and upgraded design. My only complaint is that the game is
impossible with only a mouse and keyboard. The controls are clunky and hard to complete with speed. If you use a controller,
the game is even better than the mobile version.. An Egyptian city builder that uses bread as currency..
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. Quite cool, but waaaay to hard :(

Runs well on Linux and steam controller support is also nice.
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